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SPIRITED VOTING MARKS ELECTIONS
White Chosen
Junior Pres.
In Election

"Boy's Town" Still Interesting
To Sophomore Who Saw Filming

Class Elects Slate of Officers in Close Balloting
Yesterday

Walsh Vice President and Donley Treasurer in Other
Choices

Blaze Tonight
Will Feature
Game Fervor

In an election marked by a close
contest for the vice-presidency, the
junior class yesterday
chose their
officers for the ensuing year. The
class balloted and elected an entirely
new slate of officers.

Rally and Informal Dance
Mark Pre-Game E n thusiasm

Bernard T . White was chosen president, Michael J . Walsh, vice-president, W i l l i a m J . Carter, secretary,
and John F . Donley, treasurer. White
won his post in a race with W i l l i a m
J. Riley, last year's vice-president.
F r e d D . Hogan polled a large number
of votes but he was unable to
get within striking distance of White.
Walsh Wins

The
biggest "pep" demonstration
in the history of the school, combining
a huge outdoor rally with an
informal dance in Harkins Hall, w i l l
be staged by Providence College
students and their friends tonight.

The
race for the vice-presidency
was won by Walsh. John M . Reynolds
waged a battle with Walsh but when
final tabulations were made he was
18 votes behind him. Other nominees
for the post were A l v i n Whalley and
Anthony Sasso but they were left
behind in the contest.

The
race for treasurer was decided
in the first few minutes of the tabulation of votes. Daniel Geary threat( Continued on Page 6)

Sophs Nominate
For Class Officers
Four Slates Named for Class
Elections on Next Thursday
Four slates of candidates will face
members of the Sophomore class
when they meet next Thursday to
select class officers for the coming
year. The slates were formed yesterday as the result of meetings based
on catalogue divisions.
Representing the arts division in
next T h u r s d a y s election w i l l
be:
Robert M . Mooney. for President;
Charles E . Sweeney, for Vice-president; John P. Fay. for Secretary, and
Charles J . McGovern. for Treasurer.
Candidates put up by the science
division are: John J . McKenna, for
President; John E . Pulaski, for Vicepresident; John F . Dunn, for Secretary, and Paul P. Dunn, for Treasurer.
Selections of business students include: John F . Keenan. for President;
W i l l i a m P. Danahy, for Vice-president: Edward J. Fitzpatrick, for Secretary, and Joseph J . Reynolds, for
Treasurer.
Philosophy students who ordinarily
offer two slates based on differing
concentration fields agreed to support
one set of candidates alone when they
vote next week. Philosophy candidates are: John F . Gibbons, for President: George H . Gardner, for Vicepresident; Joseph F . Ney. for Secretary, and Donald A. Delahunt, for
Treasurer.

In the future students absent
without
excuse
from regular
class meetings will be given one
personnel cut, it was decided at
the meeting of the Faculty E x tra-Curricular Activity.
Three
personnel cuts equal one general
cut.
The
new ruling applies only
to regular class meetings on the
second Thursday of the month,
the day set aside for class meetings.

C A R T E R IS S E C R E T A R Y

W i l l i a m Carter won the secretary's
post without
much opposition although Irving Hicks, last year's treasurer, kept within striking distance
throughout the entire contest. M a r cus Driscoll and Edward McCaffery
were tied for last position with sixteen votes each.

CUTS FOR ABSENCES

Robert Masterson Says Mickey
Rooney is Sophisticated But
Reserved
Contrary to popular belief,
witnessing a motion picture in production does not in the least diminish
the pleasure of seeing it on the
screen. Robert Masterson, a sophomore here, was still enthusiastic as
he talked about "Boy's Town," and
its stars.

Band to Wear New
Uniforms Saturday
Flood Waters Recede and Leave
Sweaters and Flannels in
Wake; Boys Happy
All was not well a week ago Sunday i n the P. C . football stands. The
fans were enjoying themselves to the
full, but members of the band were
uncomfortable in their Sunday-goto-meeting clothes instead of being
garbed in their new swagger black
sweaters and white uniforms. Handsome horn-tooters who usually delight in strutting their stuff between
the halves were denied that p r i v i lege simply because a hurricane had
blown a little water through the
downtown streets.

Masterson's pastor is the brother
of Father Flanagan, the priest whose
courageous exploits to aid homeless
boys
have
been
made
famous
through Hollywood. Masterson was
lucky enough to be one of the party
given special permission to witness
the "shooting'' of '"Boy's Town," and
he came away with some very definite impressions of the cast and the
Now it can be told that the new
atmosphere.
uniforms which were left i n the
Passes G i v e n
wake of the big wind and flood of
Passes were secured for Masterson Sept. 21 in a local department store
and
his party, and they were ad- will be worn Saturday afternoon and
mitted to "Boy's Town," a real town the new routines which have been
governed by the boys, situated about rehearsed will be exhibited for the
10 miles west of Omaha, Masterson's approbation of the Providence C o l lege and Manhattan rooters.
Bob
met Mickey Rooney on location, where he was preparing for the
touching scene in which Pee Wee
Watson, his faithful friend is r u n over. T h e y shook hands, and though
not too talkative, Mickey might have
been quite impressive if it were not
for a badly sunburned nose, the result of a hot August sun. In contrast
to the roguish appearance
which
makes him so popular, in pictures,
Mickey is sophisticated and speaks
good English.
Bob
was impressed that Director
Norman
Taurog,
famous
for
his
juvenile pictures, spent three hours
doing a scene which took five seconds on the screen. The production
company spent three weeks on location, and the rest of the filming was
completed
in Hollywood.

Seniors Pick
Tully to Head
'39 Officers
Others Named Are John
Grady, Robert Healey
and Jiray Avedisian
PROTEST

CONSIDERED

"Tully For Intullygent Action"
Slate Wins Class
Support
James F . T u l l y of Peacedale was
elected president of the Senior class
at noon yesterday; John P. Grady,
Pittsfield. Mass., was elected vicepresident; Robert C. Healey, Providence, was elected
treasurer; and
Jiray
Avedisian,
Pawtucket,
was
named treasurer. Avedisian's election
was protested to the Rev. John T .
McGregor, O P., Moderator, shortly
after the meeting.
Father McGregor is considering the
protest now and w i l l announce his
decision at 10:00 a. m. today in the
large parlor to the group which presented it.

Tully's victory came on the secA bonfire, fireworks, music by the
ond
ballot when he obtained a maschool orchestra, group singing and
jority over F r e d Turner of Stoningcheers w i l l feature the out-of-door
ton,
Conn., and Daniel J . Murphy of
ceremonies starting at 11:30. Dancing
Fall River, Mass. Murphy had been
will be enjoyed from 8:00 until then.
president of the class of 1939 last
While the bonfire is sending its year. Thomas F l y n n of New Haven,
blazing plea for victory over M a n - Conn., was eliminated on the first
hattan tomorrow to the gods of ballot.
T u l l y is a member of the
gridiron combat, speeches w i l l be Friars Club and the Carolan Club.
delivered by the Rev. Paul C . PerGrady Defeats Long
rotta. The school orchestra w i l l play
John Grady defeated George Long
the A l m a Mater and the fight songs
Woonsocket and Eugene J . Meand
the singing and cheering of the of
throng w i l l be led by the regular Elroy of Providence on a second ballot, Rene Lemieux of Central Falls
corps of the "'artist of applause."
and Francis X . Asselin of Pawtucket
Tickets O n Sale
and
John A . Mahoney of Boston,
Tickets for the dance which will Mass., were eliminated in the first
follow the rally have been on sale
(Continued On Page 6)
since yesterday and w i l l be sale at
the door tonight. Students and their
friends will be dancing to the music
of the newly-organized swing band
composed entirely of Providence men
for the first time. Tariff for the indoor affair is twenty-five cents per Bob Dunn Runs 67 Yards on Incouple.

Freshmen Trample
Sophomores 6-0
tercepted Pass to Score

The
demonstration is being sponsored jointly by the members of the
A 67-yard runback of an interFriars and Carolan Clubs, who urge cepted pass by left half-back "Bob"
all to "come early and stay late" to Dunn gave the Freshman Class footshow the "Fighting Friars" they are ballers a 6-0 victory over the Sopnonot alone in spirit when they take more combine on Hendricken Field
the field against the highly-touted yesterday afternoon. Dunn's sensaand
powerful Manhattan Jaspers.
tional dash was made possible by
the quick formation of his interference, which cleaned out all the eligible tacklers in true varsity style, as
the
hard-running back
made his
touchdown jaunt.

Players Name Dates
For Year's Shows

Powerful Ground Game
The first-year men featured a hardThe
College dramatic organization,
the
Pyramid
Players.
will
hold driving and powerful ground game,
Practice Program Started
monthly meetings the third Wednes- with the well-drilled linemen showThe
Rev. Irving A . Georges, O. P., day of every month at 8 p. m., it ing
exceptional blocking ability in
moderator of the organization, told was
announced yesterday
by
the leading the backs to the triumph.
the members Tuesday afternoon that Board of Directors.
"Bob"
Dunn and George Avery were
the band and its problems had been
the big stars for the Frosh aggregaThe Rev. A r t h u r H . Chandler, O.
discussed at a faculty meeting. A s a
tion, with the former excelling in a l l
P., dean of studies, approved the folresult a definite program for practice
the departments of triple-threat play
lowing production dates released by
has been established. Thursday noons
'and
the latter's clever running and
the moderator of the Players, T h «
will be devoted to a rehearsal of
passing-snatching
ability
marking
initial major production will run for
numbers to be played at the coming
him
out for especial mention.
two nights. Jan. 9 and 10. On March
game. Friday afternoons from 1:50
Reynolds Outstanding
16. three one-act plays are scheduled
on
will be used for a practice of
"Ambie" Reynolds was the best
to be shown and the last show of
drills and marching formations. A l l
man
on the field for the Sophomores,
the year, the musical comedy, is due
students having class or laboratory
time after time going high into the
to play five nights, A p r i l 18, 19, 20, 21
periods will be excused.
air to catch the aerial bombs of "Jim"
and
22.
McGrath. This combination was reM u c h spirit has been imbued in
sponsible for most of the gains regthe members of the band as a result
NEWPORT CLUB TO MEET
istered by the second-year
group,
of
the competition they will meet
The Newport Club will meet today and they led the lone sustained drive
tomorow when the Manhattan or the
(Continued O n Page 6)
La Salle band w i l l take the Jasper at 12:30 to consider nominations for
officers of the group.
stand.
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Question: Do you favor
term for any President?

a

John

Philoso-

Gibbons.

Sophomore.

third

phy.
No
I do not favor a third term
for any President
If a President
has been in office for two terms, he
has had sufficient time to carry out
his policies
Although it may sound
improbable, the threat is present that
a third term might possibly lead to
a dictatorship.

Thomas M u l l i f a n . Freshman. P h i l osophy.
Yes. In the United States the peoEditor
Robert C. Healey. '39 ple indicate their choice by popular
Managing Editor
Norman J. Carignan, '39
election. If the people make evident
Staff Photographer
Aloyslu.s Qulnn, '40
their desire, through the process of
Business Manager
John J. Mahoney, '39
an election, that a man return for a
Associate Editors
Michael A. Coyne, '39;
Francis M. Spillane, '40; Daniel F . Murphy, '39;
third term, he should fulfill his duty
Charles E . Sweeney, '41
to them by returning and carrying
out
his
program.
If
his
party,
through him. has carried out a proREPORTERS
gram that has been for the best inIrving Jacobson. '41
Joseph Byron, '40
Harold Rich, ' 41
Francis X. McCarthy. '41
terests of the nation as a whole, it
James R. McGowan. '41
Martin Orzeck, '41
Milton Krevolln. '41
Charles Prendergast, '41
should continue on that course, since
Peter Goodwin, '41
Seymour Sherman, '41
a change in the control of the govRaymond Dupras. '40
Harold Pivnick. '39
Eugene J. McElroy, '3d
Robert E . Roque. '40
ernment would nullify all previous
Circulation
Manager
John M. Reynolds. '41
work.
Circulation Staff
Robert E . Roque. '40, George F. Carroll, '40, William J.
Riley. '40. Francis Malonev. '40
Joseph G i b l i n , Freshman. Philosophy.
Exchange
Editor
John F . O'Gara, '40
Advertising Staff
John J. Blanco. '41. manager; A Frank De Ciantis. '41.
Yes. If the people desire that a
John Fay. '41, Thomas McGauley. '41. Thomas Russell, '4l.
man should return for a third term,
he should be allowed to accept and
ENLIST
to complete that term. However. I
There is absolutely no reason for any Providence College stu- favor a few changes in the cabinet at
the end of the second term in order
dent with specific interests and talents to fritter away his spare to remove the possible danger of an
time. No matter where his interest lies, be it in athletic, social or autonomy.
THE STAFF

intellectual activity, Providence College has an extra-curricula
organization which will suit his individual needs. These various
organizations are wide open to those who display the necessary
interest.
As far as athletics are concerned, Father Quinn has not only
invited, but also requested all those who are personlly interested
in participating in athletics to try out for any of the teams.
The Debating Union offers the untried candidate every opportunity to broaden his knowledge of world questions and events,
and to develop an ability on the public platform.
The Pyramid Players is open to those interested in dramatics
or in stage management. The Cowl is a valuable proving ground
for those who wish to make a career of journalism.
These are but a few of the major activities. Time and space
does not permit enlarging on the functions and opportunities of
others—the band and orchestra, the language and literary clubs,
the Carolan Club, the various city clubs, the social committees. One
or more of these extra-curricula activities is designed for the individual needs of each and every student.
Join an activity; get into the swing of things; associate with
your classmates outside of the classroom, broaden your interests,
your knowledge, your personality. Enlist.
LEADERSHIP
The bitter feeling which usually follows class elections is
enough to make one think that perhaps the democratic election
of candidates does not serve its true purpose. The objects of an
election: the unification of the class through spirited leadership,
the promotion of the class as a representative unit of the College,
and the promotion of its social, athletic and intellectual life, are
made possible if animosity enters into the election. The choice of
leaders should not be dictated by petty ambition, personal prejudices and vague likes and dislikes.
A worthy and capable leader can do much for the general benefit of his class. He can make successes or failures out of its various activities. It is he who is most capable of securing the prestige of the class, through the selection of capable committees, by
getting the co-operation of each and every member of the class in
all of the class activities, and by conducting himself in such a manner that the College as a whole will respect the class because of
him.
And just as it is obvious that a capable and worthy leader is
practically a necessity to the success of a class, it is also obvious
that the best leader cannot be chosen in a class election if petty
politics enter into it. The members of the class who let short
sighted personal feeling overcome better judgment will not, cannot choose the best man. Mediocrity will triumph in an election
dominated by short sighted politics. The election of an unworthy
condidate will probably be followed by a dissatisfaction which
will cripple important class activities.
It is to be hoped that the class elections at Providence College
will always be characterized by a calm, objective, unprejudiced
selection of leaders. The individual classes and the College as a
whole will be much the better for it.

Francis J . Devine, Sophomore, Business.
No. I do not believe that any man
should be allowed to return for a
third term as there is grave danger
that his ideas might be perpetuated.
This perpetuation of ideas might
prove to be disastrous, as changing
circumstances
often
necessitate
a
change in the domestic and foreign
policies of the government.
John Cronin, Junior, Science.
Yes. If a man possesses the ability
and is fit. he should not be prevented
from holding office for a third time.
The case should be tried before the
people at the polls. It is not a L a w
which prevents a man from holding
office for a third term, but instead
a tradition, established
by George
Washington. Since Washington could
not have possibly foreseen all the situations into which America would be
placed, there is no reason why mere
tradition should prevent a man of
ability from giving his service and
talents to the people.
Joseph McCarty, Junior, Science.
No. T w o terms are enough for any
man to carry out his program. If a
third term is granted, it may lead to
subsequent terms, giving us a distatorship instead of a democracy.
M a r t i n Orzeck, Sophomore, Arts.
Yes.
I do favor a third term for
a man if he has the ability. A third
term will enable a man to complete
his plans.
In the present instance
the plans involve balancing the budget and completing his program of
recovery. A third term is vital and
necessary to the completion of these
plans.
Therefore, why should this
program be cut short because of mere
tradition.
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Coeds are outnumbered by men in
the Massachusetts Institute of T e c h nology, freshman class by a ratio of
164 to 1

Uncle Peter Overlooks The Alumni
Official activity on the part of the was the account of the dismal officialumni association w i l l begin on ating that took place in the land of
November 14 as a result of a meeting the heneymooners. and kept Proviof the board of governors held last dence from scoring at least two more
week at which a tentative list of touchdowns.
So confident is your
activities was proposed and approved. uncle that the Devore men will put
The 14th will see the first beefsteak up a surprisingly strong battle, he
Of the season to be held in the col- will be willing to wager one of Ford
lege cafeteria A n innovation, in the McGowan's
bottles
of
Coco-Cola
form of an added attraction, w i l l be against one of O l i v e r Thompson's
a guest speaker at each beefsteak. gilt-edged insurance policies.
Selection of the speaker for the first
If you miss alumni president Gene
supper, which is being sponsored by
the first six alumni classes, has not Sullivan from the game tomorrow.
Uncle
Peter will have you know that
been definitely made as yet.
being married to Miss Bessie Heary
Of interest and importance is the is certainly excuse enough in any
football dinner which the alumni man's football league . . . There will
has decided to sponsor, and which be still another teaching job in the
will probably be held sometime dur- public schools cpen next month when
ing the month of December. It is en- Miss Dorothy Hayes becomes
the
couraging to see the society taking bride of B i l l Robinson. '35 . . . Leo
on additional activities, and it is M i l l e r , '37. who was at the Niagara
particularly gratifying to see that game last Sunday reports that he Is
the graduates are appreciative enough living happily married in the town
of a new coach's problems not to where falls is used more as a noun
demand a Rose B o w l eleven before than a verb
. and also married last
giving a dinner in recognition of his month was Francis T . Byrnes of
services.
Dover S t . Somerville to a Melrose
.
Brother Byrnes got his
T h e remainder of the year's activi- McNabb
ties will be patterned after the suc- A. B. degree in these plantations . . .
cesses of other years and w i l l i n - and his A . M . at St. Thomas College,
clude running off the series of beef- River Forest, Ill.
steaks, the alumni ball, the C o m munion breakfast, alumni day festivities, and of course, the annual election of officers.
The alumni are expected to play
a big part in the promotion of the
Manhattan game at L a Salle field
tomorrow.
T h e Jaspers, while not
possessing too strong an eleven, probably w i l l rule slight favorites to take
the Friars into camp. Don't let the
Niagara score fool you as to the increased power of our eleven, however, for unreported in the press.

Found: The perfect alumnus at
last . . . E d Doherty. our second
reader every week
(mother never
misses a copy) wonders why the
C o w l sends him such a good paper
every Friday . , . but never sends him
a bill . . . Uncle Peter claims it is
a L o y if anybody makes any Loew
remarks about the State he found
himself in all last week . , . After
taking one look at the Clark he
thought it time to go home . . . It
was either jealousy or indigestion.

THE COLLEGIATE
WORLD

QUOTABLE
QUOTES

(By

Associated Collegiate

Press)

(By

Associated

Collegiate

Press)

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
"Every college student today should
years of experimenting with courses
learn whatever he can from teachers,
on marriage problems, Syracuse U n i courses and books about human reversity this fall established one of lationships They are far more i m the first full-credit classes in the portant just now than the control of
subject.
nature, for if we lost control of ourselves, nature will quickly go w i l d
But. though 80 per cent, of the men again. But no college student can
voted in a student referendum in shift his responsibility on to books
favor of the course, not a single male and science. H e has to find out for
himself
how
human
relationships
registered for the new classes.
Men. not afraid of marriage or the work for him." Dr. Henry Seidel C a n discussion of it. are afraid of regis- by urges more attention on human
tering in a home economics depart- living.
ment course, officials believe, for it
"Colleges which
want
to teach
is in that division that the subject
young people how to live an examined
is offered.
life may disregard the business Index
Whether jobs are scarce or
Cambridge. Mass.— ( A C P ) — A new plentiful, the country will wish to
attack on the problem of what causes be intelligent. In the light of what
personal failure or success has been has happened in certain impoverished
launched by Harvard University with European countries, it may be that
the establishment of a long-time study intelligence is most important when
of "the forces that have produced jobs are scarcest." Pres R. M . H u t c h ins. Univ. of Chicago, puts in annormal young men."
other lick for cultural education.
Under the direction of D r A. V .
"There is no evidence to support
Bock, head of the hygiene department, the investigation will deal with the common belief among instructors
the heredity,
constitution,
family, that written tests as commonly used
school life and other elements per- motivate learning or increase total
taining to the make-up of the indi- achievement in college classes." M i c h igan State College's Dr. Victor H .
vidual.
Noll.
Syracuse. N . Y — ( A C P ) — A f t e r

five

" C n s t a n t l y to prove and improve
Easton. P a . — ( A C P ) — " S e e A m e r i the power of the mind, to win by
ca First" is the guiding principal of
experiment and contact an apprecia new type of exchange scholarship
The first game of six-man football
ation of beauty, to give the spiritual
arranged by Lafayette College here
was played on the Hebron College
side of man a chance to expand,
and Occidental College in California.
gridiron.
whether through formal aspects of
Traditionally, exchange scholarships
T h e recent hurricane on the east
worship, through the intellectual apare arranged only between universicoast destroyed S400,000 worth of
proach to ultimate realities, or through
ties and colleges of two different
timber in the University of New
the higher types of social relationcountries. The new arrangement gives
Hampshire's 555-acre college woods.
ships—these are tests which youth
students in one part of the U . S. a
owes to itself" A n d Y a l e University's
Charles T u r e k paid his tuition at
chance to see how the "other h a l f
Pres Charles Seymour believes that
Washington University with four bags
lives.
the college campus is the world's
of silver dollars.
best testing ground.
The 315 women who passed tests
for policewomen in New Y o r k City
It's news when a man bites a dog.
had 361 college degrees and four Phi but it's supernews when a football
Beta Kappa keys
coach has to pay to see his own team
D u k e University w i l l celebrate the in action But that's exactly what
centennial of its founding next A p r i l . happened at the University of Scranton when Coaches Davies and Jones
A l l work and no play makes jack were stopped at the gate for no gain
until they paid through the window.
—and lots of i t — T h e Prospector.

This fall Goucher College will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Its
founding.
There are nine college alumni associations that are more than 100
years old.
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Personality Shots COLLEGE SLANTS Chaplain Forming
Holy Name Group
New York City—(ACP)—"Kill the
By

John Schofield, '39

Sauntering along the corridors one
cant avoid seeing incidents peculiar
to dally class life here in the college
For example we find John McGrath
with his banana colored sport shoes
wearing a topcoat into class. Yet he
owns a locker 'Babe' Demers on the
third floor asks a freshman somewhat dazedly where he can find
Room 39 And its not because he
hasn't his glasses on
-

Charlie Prendergast unobserved,
practices a few steps of the Lambeth Walk which seems very okay.
And Joe Sullivan stares into the L i brary door where sits Thom Carr
reading a current version of Popular Mechanics. Over by the window
Frank O'Brien is attempting a few
wisecracks into the ear of Jim Tully.
Says O'Brien. "So you know a Freshman who knows more than the Professor. E h " That is bad One of them
has to leave and it isn't going to be
the good Father. He eats here."
McNally looking as studious as
ever reclines not so gracefully over
some Philosophy, George Dickson
sits staring at the ceiling, apparently
thinking. In the corner we see George
Sullivan grinning feebly at McQueeney who is saying something about a
"Tent."
So out of the Library and down
to the Rotunda we discover a group
of Frosh Pre-Med as yet anonymous.
Nunez stands to one side preparatory
to sliding up to Theodicy.
Larry
Shattuck meambles by on his way to
do a spot of studying. Incidentally
they tell a good one about Shattuck.
He carried his laundry one night up
to the drug store, had the laundry
weighed, paid twenty-seven cents
postage and returned home whistling.
Three days later he received his
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College World

From the Lab
By Paul Kearney, '39

1

referee"' and "hang the umpire" after
the present season will be cat-calls Large Number of Students A l of the past for eastern gridiron fans
ready Enrolled for New
if officials of the Eastern IntercolOrganization
legiate Association have anything to
say about It.
A Holy Name Society under the diE. I. A. leaders have this year instituted a scouting system on football
officials that will by the end of the
year cut the number of approved officials in half, thereby improving the
quality of the officiating and giving
each official more games to work.
Asa S. Bushnell, E. I. A. football
commissioner, in describing the ideal
officials, said: "The ideal official is the
one who notices everything but is seldom noticed himself; who Is considerate and courteous without sacrificing
firmness; who cooperates fully with
fellow-officials: who is physically able
to be in the right place at the right
time; who knows what the rules say
and what the rules mean."
Yellow Springs, Ohio—(ACP)—An
extension of the ordinary college student health plan calling for student
health insurance has been tried here
at Antioch College and has been
found practicable.
Instituted more than three years
ago, the health insurance plan provides that in addition to the regular
medical and infirmary service there is
available to students emergency hospitalization and consultation with outside specialists

laundry at the house apparently in
record breaking time. Inside the bag
was the same wash he had so recently
sent. He forgot that he addressed it
to himself.

rectorship of Rev. Charles H . M c Kenna. O . P . is being formed at
the College
Although formed primarily for boarding students, all students are invited to Join.
The aim of the Society is to make
the name of Jesus better known and
loved, to promote clean and wholesome speech To receive Holy C o m munion once a month is the only
other requirement of the organization.
Members Share
Besides numerous Indulgences, the
members receive a share in all good
works, the Masses, the preaching, the
teaching, the manual labor of the
Dominican Order.
This includes a
share in 33 Masses which a Dominican Is bound to say every year for
the departed brethren.
Already Enrolled
Already enrolled in the Society are:
Pasa Rotondi, Philip E . Foley. T h o m as Fitzgerald. Robert Dunn. Raymond
Curry,
Frank
DiTraglia,
Joseph
Zalenski, Robert Roddy, Joseph S.
Kelly, Robert Conley. John Antaya.
Thomas McBrien. Victor Storey. Irving Hicks. Eugene Gallo. Thomas J
Fitzpatrick. Richard Muenzer. W i l liam J. Gustas. Joseph J. Giammalio.
James Dickens. Matthew Malenzyk.
George Wheeler. Richard Mezejewski,
A. George Barbanto, William Littleton, F r a n k l i n Franco, Charles Prendergast, Samuel Iorio, William Connelly, Raymond Kowalski, Joseph Sullivan, Charles Conlon, Henry Cimini.
Louis Sibbis. Anthony Leone. Joseph

Cambridge,
Mass. — ( A C P ) — O r d i nary people have nothing on geniuses
when It comes to insanity, much
though popular beliefs may lead you
to believe otherwise.
Authority for this "don't you believe it" item Is Harvard University's
Dr. E M . East, who, after a great deal
of careful research, proclaims:
"We ordinary people realize that
we are not geniuses, and we invent a
reason for not making the grade that
is soothing our egos.
Our nervous
systems are sound and healthy. We
are mediocrities because we are wellbalanced and do things like other people. A l l we
needed to make
us
geniuses was an inherited or acquired
mental taint, something that would
have made our actions eccentric."
Baltimore, M d — (ACP) —Baltimore
City College's Arthur H . Bryan, after
many experiments, gives textbooks a
pretty clean bill of health. Most of
the germs he found in textbooks are

A visit to the Physical Science
Lab
reveals many interesting and
I might say many surprising thlngs.
One of the best. I believe, is an intricate piece of apparatus which 1s
called
a
"Constant
Temperature
Bath." A product of Father Hickey's
fertile mind. It has no equal. Its
purpose, says James McNamee of
the Senior Scientists, is to measure
certain units for which the temperature will remain at a constant of
25 degrees centrigrade. Since the
machine does not vary more than
one-hundredth of a degree above or
below this constant, it ranks on a
par with the costly commercial equipment.

John F l y n n of the Freshman Premeds was advised by his brother
Tom of the Seniors that if he wished
to advance in his scientific knowledge, he should write out everything
ten time! He will have to do it later
anyway. A s k the "Gallant 22"! W e
Know!
of the harmless variety, but old and
dilapidated volumes are most to be
feared. He recommends sunning old
Flood sales: A good number of the
books to destroy harmful germs.
Pre-meds and for that matter the
entire student body were down-town
Princeton University has purchased picking up bargains during the past
more than 600 volumes of 19th cen- week Yours truly paid $2.50 for a
tury fiction that were formerly in zippered leather case which probthe Imperial library of the Russian ably went for $10.00 before the storm.
Czar.
Fred Turner put his bargain shirt
on and then— he could not get it
off. Rube Holdredge was in need of
Catalano. Samuel D'Ambrusia. Harry a radio tube. He said it looked swell
Cicia, Frank Commette. John Flynn, in its box but when he returned home
Richard Prince. John Staukus. Jo- and was in the act of placing it in
seph
J.
Reynolds.
John Keenan. his set. the water ran out something awful.
George Avery, Thomas Carew, Joseph
Fitzgerald, Kenneth
Cayton,
Bertram Holdredge, John
Curran,
The University of New Mexico has
Austin Donilon.
a special lightning research project.

4
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The Keyholer
B y E D D U P R A S , '40

COLLEGIATE
REVIEW
(By Associated Collegiate Press)

College Parking
World's Fair Sports Carolan Club Names
Rules Stressed Program Revealed
Five Committees

Fr. Foley Says A l l Drivers Must
Contest!
Contest!
Contest!
With the gridiron mania now firmly
Observe List of Rules
Mary. Mary, quite contrary,
fixed in the minds of alumni and unFor Parking
How does your garden grow?
dergraduates alike, we thought you'd
be
interested
in
a
few
things
that
It ain't since . . .
To those students who have the
T o the student sending in the cor- you probably never knew 'til now
rect date together with the top of any about the world's most popular ama- good fortune of driving to college
every morning, the College authorihouse at Misquamicut or a reasonably teur sport:
ties want to make known that the
accurate facsimile a splendid prize
parking regulations are to be strictly
will be offered Choice of first prize:
A "no game" was ruled in the UniA slightly
used copy of Lincoln's versity of Illinois-University of C h i - observed Because a few negligent
Gettyburg Address with the first par- cago contest in 1894 within 21 min- motorists have parked their cars in
the circular driveway in front of the
agraph missing or that famous Junior utes of the end of the game because
College, the Rev. Frederick C. Foley,
religion exam (with answers) for Illinois substituted its coach for a
assistant dean, announced that these
regular
player.
1928. Prompt reply w i l l win a special
orders will be stringently enforced
prize, an original copy of "A-Tisket
Failure to obey them will result in
A-Tasket" specially autographed by
Football pools net their promoters fines or personnel failures.
Leopold Stokowsky.
about
S10,000,000 annually.
They
The rules regarding parking are
Dav Carroll has decided he'll have snare about 2,000,000 customers a
repeated:
to either quit school or sa femme. week.
1 There is no parking in the cirWhat with squiring said femme (She's
cular drive in front of Harkin's Hall
not such an eye-sore, either) to the
Average attendance at all college
There
is no parking in the driveway
St A . game at the prices they were football games over a nine-week seafrom Eaton street up towards the
getting and paying for the cigs she son is 16.000.000 people
And they
College.
smoked during the tense moments (a pay about S20.000.000 for their tickets
2 Parking begins on the right at
chain smoker too) he's kinda short
T h e average cost of outfitting a colthe white line running parallel with
of ready cash. Cheer up D a v , y o u lege football player is $75.
the edge of the building and continain't the only one.
Quarterback Joe K e l l y of Santa
Open letter to M r . Chamberlain: Clara made a punt in 1935 that landed ues on the right only as far as the
white line on opposite side of the
You'd better concoct some kind of 24 yards behind him.
building.
Anglo-British
agreement
or Walt
3. There is no parking permitted
"Never-Fail" Gibbons is gonna be
History tells us that the Greeks of
in front of the steps leading to the
mad He's pretty peeved now because
Sparta played football way back in
he mentioned it tother day to the De- 500 B. C . They called the game athletic field or in front of the garage
bating Union and now he finds out "Harpaston."
4 Parking is permitted on Donthat there ain't no such animal.
nelly Drive, on the right only, from
Eaton street to the rear of Harkins
Those afternoon classes at R I C E
T h e first intersectional
intercolHall.
are getting to be quite the thing, espelegiate football game was played becially the outdoor gym class. Half the
5. When a l l available spaces are
tween Princeton and University of
filled use the elevation in the rear
college can be found parked in their
Virginia in 1890. Princeton won, 116
of the building.
cars any afternoon indulging in fresh
to 0.
air courses with the coeds of that auGUZMANITES A T ROAST
gust institute. E v e n the frosh are doin'
Notre Dame made 145 substitutions
Over 40 Guzmanites marked Colit. They catch on quick this younger
in the game against the N a v y in 1930. umbus Day eve by a "weinie roast"
generation.
Georgia Tech won from Cumber- held on the House Grounds, Tuesday
That jam session to the A u d . tother
land in 1917 b y a score o f 222 to 0. night.
peem was pretty catchy. Guess swing's
They piled up 32 touchdowns. 27 exChairman Joseph McTigue, aided
pretty contagious at that W e even
tra points and a field goal.
by Bernard King, John Egan. and
tried to get in the groove and truck on
Robert Kilbridge. supervised the afdown but you have to be a true hopThe Creighton University R. O . T . fair It is expected that the fete will
cat to do that and we're not ickey
be repeated next year.
enough. Notice that swing-slang, we C has issued orders that a l l members
picked it up from " O h " Mee, that second Gene K r u p a .
M a n of the Week-George 'Flash"
Comstock—Because he takes top sartorial honors for the school and even
Doc O'Neill's caustic comments don't
discourage him Guess polo gives y o u
iron nerves or can it be the cigarettes
he smokes?
We see that Joe L e n n o n , the l a d
who spent Ihe first two weeks of
school trying to see the Dean has finally got his schedule arranged. Poor
Joe could no more get into the Dean's
office than it was lunch-time for the
Dean.
What's the matter with a l l these
embryonic politicians? We haven't
even been offered a cigar yet altho
we offered to sell our vote for just a
nickel. Everybody's broke except us,
We've got a dime and half a package
of butts.
Now J i m "Muscles" Leo is justified
in talking about his physique. In case
you don't know he was the winner
in the Guzman Hall strength contest
which almost wrecked the College
this year when the football squad was
having early fall practice.
Saturday's a big day and we're
gonna play a big team. Whatta ya say
we go out and make plenty of noise
for the boys Remember they like to
know that you're behind them and
don't give up if they happen to be
behind for the moment. Don't be a
rat and desert the sinking ship!

New York—(Special)—The sports Members Cooperating in Rally
program of the New York World's
and Dance to Be Held
Fair 1939. which makes special apTonight
peal to the "sand-lot kinds" of this
country, from whose obscure ranks
Last
Monday
evening the Carolan
have risen many of the forem~st
athletes of America, was made pub- C l u b met In the O l d Auditorium,
and
plans
for
tonight's rally and
lic by Grover A. Whalen, President
dance to beat Manhattan were disof the F a i r Corporation.
cussed Joseph T. Baldwin. '39, secAnnouncement was made simulretary of the organization, was i n
taneously with the dedication by the
charge
This group is co-operating
New Y o r k Yankees baseball team of
with the Friar's C l u b in sponsoring
the Fair's Court of Sport, an extenthe affair
sive outdoor area forming part of
T h e members appointed to various
the setting of the exhibit building
on Constitutional Mall, main avenue cemmittees for the coming social
of the Exposition, which is to house calendar were:
the Fair's Academy of Sport
Banquet
committee.
Thomas F.
The Yankees, who have just won F l y n n . '39, chairman. Frederick R
their third Pennant in a row and are Smore. '40. James D. Welch. '40. Dannow about to entrain for another iel F. Murphy. '39. Stanley Esiolonis.
World Series, arrived at the F a i r '40.
grounds shortly after noon, accomInsignia committee. Joseph Fitzpanied by their manager. Joe M c -gerald. '40. chairman: Jacob Belofsky,
Carthy.
40. Bertram L. Holdredge. 39 W i l T h e y were escorted at once to the bur Carter. '40. John Barnini. '40
Court of Sport and there Manager
Committee for chances. Leon J .
McCarthy hoisted to the top of a
Thibodeau. '39. chairman; Berle C
flagpole the New Y o r k Yankees'
Sacks. '41, Robert Lalane. '41. Frank
Championship Pennant. This was the
D i Traglia. '40. Douglas Ferraro, '39.
first sports flag to be officially raised
Committee for rally and dance. J o within the F a i r grounds
seph Martellino, 39. chairman; DonIn the Fair's program of sports
ald Albro. '40. Ambrose M . Reynolds.
outlined by Christy Walsh, Director
'41, Paul Kearney, '39. William Nesof Sports, there are to be both outbit. '41.
door and indoor events with indeCommittee to see freshmen. Milton
pendent competitions
staged elseKrevolin,
'41. chairman. James T
where under private
management
but with the co-operation or spon- Clifford. 41. H e n r y F . C i m i n i . '41.
James
Leo.
'40, Donald Cronin. '41.
sorship of the F a i r Such events are

to include the A l l Star Major League
baseball game at the Yankee Stadium
in J u l y of next year, the International
Police Pistol Tournament and others
to be announced later.
Probably the keenest appeal to
the sport-loving youth of A m e r i c a
w i l l be through the Fair's School of
Sport, the instructors in which are
to be this country's leaders in the
fields of Baseball, Football, Track
and Field and Boxing.
must
appear
with inch-and-a-half
The "school term" extends throughhaircuts.
A University of Georgia fact-finder
out the period of F a i r operation, from
has estimated that students spend
A
p
r i l 30 next to the following Octo21,000 hours a year standing in lines
Oberlin College has rescinded its
ber 31.
during registration periods.
rule that all town bills must be paid
before a student is graduated.
The University of K e n t u c k y has
recently established a department of
social work.
The University of Illinois is building a new student union building at
a cost of $1,000,000.

A collection of propaganda periodicals circulated by the Allies and the
Germans during the world war has
been presented to the University of
Missouri school of journalism.
W i t h a gift of $2,250,000. Harvard
University has opened a new graduate school of public administration.
T h e first faculty of the University
of Alabama was composed of only five
men.
Television was first used as a
medium of classroom instruction by
New Y o r k University.
There are eight naval reserve officers' training units in U. S. colleges
and universities.

Detroit. Mich.—(ACP).—Something
new in football formations is promU. S. negro colleges graduated 2500 ised University of Detroit football
students last June.
fans this fall with the announcement
of Coach Gus Dorais that the huddle
Northwestern University's Prof M. has been abandoned for offensive
C. Carlson for four years has experi- plays and called into being for demented with raising orchids in bot- fensive plays.
tles on diets varrying from carrots,
Dorais' quarterbacks w i l l call sigbeets and tobacco to sugar and beef nals in the good old-fashioned way
extracts.
when his eleven is in possession of the
ball for Gus believes that this type
In 16 years Rensselaer Polytechnic of play makes the game more interInstitute's radio station has given in- esting for the spectators.
tensive radio training to more than
But before each play is begun by
a thousand students.
Detroit's opponents, the Titans will
huddle to determine which defensive
According to a University of Den- formation to use. a style of play litver survey, the average co-ed wears tle used on United States college gridirons
a size 14 dress.
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SPORTS
Friars Tackle Manhattan Tomorrow

HOT OFF THE
FRYER
"THE WINNER . . . AND NEW . .
Pugilisms Rift to Providence College will return In the wars next
Monday evening (as duly noted on
this page in last week's Issue of the
Cowl) when Freshman Joey Archibald sallies forth from his corner to
do battle with one Mike Belloise for
the honor of succeeding Henry Armstrong as the featherweight champion
of the world We'll all be hugging the
radios that night, and we hope that
your name will finish that pulsestirring sentence The winner and
new featherweight champion of the
world. Joey Archibald"
Notes On Niagara
They tell us that the boys played
their best game of the year thus far
last Sunday afternoon when they
held a powerful Niagara team to a
20-7 score on the home field of the
Purple. Only the unintentional interference of an official prevented another Providence score as Lefty Carter was touchdown bound when the
"twelfth man" stopped him Lack of
reserves again militated against the
Friar cause but the team never gave
up until that old final whistle blew
Standing out for the Black and White
combine was the constantly improving Dan "Red" McKinnon and "SixtyMinute" Avedisian in the backfleld.
and Eielonis Barnini and Johnston
in the line
Young Men of Manhattan
The most formidable rival to Invade Providence this season will be
the Manhattan Jaspers, who will provide the opposition for the "Fighting
Friars" at La Salle Field tomorrow
afternoon. The young men of Manhattan are making the second trip
into New England territory In as
many weeks to swap plays and stuff
with the Dominican aggregation. Last
week they managed to hold the powerful Crusaders to a 19-6 count up
there at Fitton Field, and are determined to redeem the pride of the
Empire State at the expense of our
boys. Don't forget to be out there to
lend a voice to the cheering for the
team that hasn't given up yet . .
the "Fighting Friars" who just might
come up with their first victory of
the year

1

Looking Ahead . . .
State seems to have something
there in the person of one "Duke"'
Abruzzi. The man really has gone to
town In the games the Rams have
played thus far . . . well enough to
have a Boston writer refer to him
as "one of the outstanding backs in
the East'' The Bear over on the
other side of town had better keep
its claws sharpened for that Ram,
especially if the Dartmouth game
batters him too much
Dots and Dashes
Were all having our troubles this
year . . . the Yales. the Harvards,
Princetons, and us!
. . We might
have mentioned the team that played
the Yankees in something called the
World Series . . . Quickly, now, what
was the name of that club?

Niagara Downs
Fighting Friars
Capt. " G i g " Pariseau and
Paul Sweeney Out as
Team Loses 20-7
The Providence College football
team traveled to Niagara last weekend and dropped a 20 to 7 verdict to
the Niagara University club Two
successful aerials and a 12 yard sprint
from scrimmage gave the Purple
Eagles their margin of victory.
A crowd of some 10,000 fans saw
a gallant Providence team go down
to defeat fighting to the bitter end
Well have they been named the
"FightingFriars" A aeries of penalties, bad breaks, and some very inefficient officiating did not damper
their spirit Right up until the last
whistle was blown they stayed In
there giving all they had for a lost
cause
Two Regulars Out
Providence, starting the game minus
two injured regulars, Capt "Gig"
Pariseau and Paul Sweeney, fumbled
the opening kickoff. They held Niagara for four downs but were penalized 15 yards for holding which gave
Niagara a first down on the 12 yard
line On the fourth down DeSantis
passed to Spadaccini for the score
Brady kicked the extra point The
Friars came right back after the
next kickoff and marched 59 yards
to the Niagara seven yard line before
their attack stalled A few minutes
later they put on another sustained
drive that carried to the 10 yard line
before it bogged down
With six minutes to go for the
end of the half Stan Esilonis, whose
play was outstanding all afternoon,
broke through to block a Niagara
punt The ball rolled behind the
goal and Jimmy Leo who was following the play fell on the ball for a
touchdown. Jack Levey kicked the
extra point to tie up the ball game
In the second half Niagara scored
twice more to gain the victory Caisse
scored on a 20 yard pass from Davies
and DeSantis dashed 12 yards for
the final tally
Friars Play Good Ball
On the whole Providence played
exceptionally good ball under the
circumstances They showed a powerful offense and a stubborn defense
"Twinkle Toes" Davies, Niagara's star
back, was stopped almost completely
gaining only about 10 yards from
scrimmage.
To praise one man In the line in
particular would be an impossibility
For from end to end they played
magniflcient ball. In the backfleld
Ray Bedard was a veritable dynamo
He called signals In excellent manner, he backed up the line defensively, and his blocking was superb.
Charlie Avedislan was the Friars
most consistent ground gainer with
Bill Carter doing most of the kicking
and passing "Red" McKinnon starting his first varsity game gave a
great exhibition of courage under
fire and broke loose for several substantial gains.
Although defeated, the Friars are
far from discouraged and will come
back this week fighting just as hard
to bring victory to Providence.

Mal Brown returned to the campus
with great enthusiasm for Niagara
as a honeymoon spot. Assistant
coach Ed Crotty reported that his
confrere Joe Dulkie made a recordRemote tribal country around Asbreaking speech after the Niagara sam, Burma, and Tibet is still a cengame when he said, "The refereeing ter of slavery.
was lousy."
A Chinese dictionary has been
In 1856, seventy-five camels were completed after 30 years of uninimported to form a Camel Corps terrupted work. It Is composed of
to patrol the southwestern desert eighty-five volumes and contains
areas of America.
about 4,500,000 words.

ALBIE AT GAME
As an added attraction In tomorrow's encounter with Manhattan the Providence College
Athletic Association announced
that L'l Albie Booth, one of
Yale's greatest backs of all time,
will be among the four arbiters
Since his college days the former Eli captain has done considerable officiating throughout
eastern collegiate circles, but
this will he his first appearance
In Providence

Afterthoughts
The whole town Is talking about
a certain something for which the
Providence College gridiron machine
Is outstanding
something which
is most often referred to by the somewhat Inelegant but highly-expressive
word. "Guts."
The Sixty Minute Men
Some enterprising member of the
sports-writing fraternity has originated a complimentary sobriquet for the
Dominicans which Is bound to stick
and which is Indicative of the general feeling toward the team The
scribe called the boys the "Fighting
friars" . . . and that is what they
will be railed from now on. The
paucity of reserve material has made
sevral of the squad sixty-minute
men and the gallantry they have
shown under the gruelling fire of
full-game play has won several other
superlatives of praise from the usually ultra-conservative scriveners of
tht sports sections
The Coaches' Pride
Coach Hu
Devore and his assistants Crotty and Dulkie make no
secret of the fact that they consider
this squad one of the most courageous In the nation All three men were
loud In their praises, particularly
after the Niagara tussle, and they
stressed the fact that no one man
should be singled out for special
mention because every one of their
charges has such a splendid team
spirit

New Yorkers Will Invade
La Salle Field For Game
SQUAD G E A R E D T O CONQUER STRONG JASPARS
Avedisian Expected toStart at him to the sidelines for the remainder of the game So impressive was
Tackle in Grady's
Jiray's play both offensively and dePlace
The Manhattan College football
forces invade New England soil for
the second successive Saturday to renew gridiron relations with Providence College tomorrow afternoon
at La Salle Alumni Field (or the
highlight of the present home season
The game will mark the first
time that the Jaspers have played on
a local gridiron since their last
tussle with the friars in 1928 That
year under the tutelage of Archie
Golembeski the Providence aggregation pinned an 18-7 defeat on the
Green and White eleven coached by
Joe Schwartzer

Fast Fowards
The Invaders will field a forward
wall that Is plenty fast and powerful
and a backfleld that Is noted for its
speed and deception. What is more
Important, however. Is the wealth of
reserve material that Coach Kopf
has at his disposal. In the three games
played to date report) have it that
the play of the second stringers has
been every bit as good as that of
the first team men. This makes the
task of forecasting a starting lineup
a very difficult one at the time of
this writing Nevertheless the following men are due to see plenty of
action against the locals before darkness descends on Alumni Field tomorrow afternoon

New Coaches
Tomorrow's contest will also bring
together as opposing head coaches
two men who served as assistants on
the staffs of New York universities
in 1937. namely. Hugh Devore who
came here last Spring from Fordham
University and Herb Kopf. the visiting mentor, who left his position as
assistant to L o u Little at Columbia
to
succeed Chick Meehan at the
Bronx
Institution
A n d strangely
enough both men have Installed new
coaching systems since the taking
At the ends there'll be Bill Dorsey,
over of their present duties (thus
a one-hundred-ninety pound senior
evening things up as far as that score
with two years of varsity experience
is concerned.)
and Joe Mitchell, who towers sixThe New Yorkers come here after feet four inches and Is quite adept
a none too auspicious beginning, the at snagging passes. Joe did the bootlone bright spot on their record thus ing for the Jaspers last season and
far being a 19-0 victory over Niagara against Detroit University be got
University. 20-7 winners over the away an 87-yard punt. Pete Shulha
Dominicans In last Sunday's encoun- and A r t Jocher a pair of six-footers
ter The fact that should not be over- will be at the tackle posts Sopholooked however is that all three op- more Herb Boreman and Jerry Fall.
ponents the Jaspers have faced, em- K o p f s two "watch charm" guards,
ployed the Notre Dame System The appear right now to have clinched
result being that Herb Kopf and his these positions from their more exboys feel that they now know the perienced
competitors. At center
Rockne tactics almost as well as "Muggsy" Pomicter is far ahead of
their own pigskin methods.
all rivals. He plays an intelligent and
aggressive game on the defence and
Injury Jinx
Partly responsible for the visitors' is a sound offensive pivot man.
Captain Quarterback
shaky start has been their inability
Behind the line we find Captain
to steer clear of the well-known injury jinx In the pre-season drills and A l Caruso, veteran signal caller, d i (Contmued O n Page 6)
in the games thus far However.

The Rev. Robert Quinn. OP., faculty director of athletics, is the most
enthusiastic supporter of the "Fighting Friars" He is confident that a
few of the future opponents of Providence College are going to be very
disappointed if they expect to take Coach Kopf feels certain that the injuries sustained are not of a very
the measure of his 'kids.''
serious nature and consequently expects his charges to be at full strength
for tomorrow's battle. He made it
plain though that he is taking nothAt 8:30 the students rushed into ing for granted after seeing the rethe college to get something there markable progress the Friars have
that they desired—education; when made under their new coaching rethe day came to a close, the pecking gime.

RAMBLINGS

Speaking of injuries, add Johnny
hens left their feeding only to return the next morning. Each time they Grady. Pittsfield Senior tackle to
daintily chose their food and hurried the list that seems to increase with
every game. Johnny was replaced
home to digest it
Some students take education as if by Jiray Avedisian soon after the
it came from an automat; others start of the Niagara contest when
take a four year stroll, touching, he suffered a broken nose forcing
holding, seizing, grasping earnestly
the cup of knowledge, and, at the
end. wishing the journey hadn't beensoshort.

The professor's stare pierced the
stunned and frightened class and a
disciple had a sudden longing to be
oblivious of all realism.
Some students were found studying in the auditorium at band practice! Anyway, they might say, its
quieter than home Homes, like the
forgotten country life, have lost their
comfort and diginity. Soon there will
be folding-pocket beds for those who
do not wish to caress the gutter.

fensively that tomorrow may find
him in the starting line-up against
the Jaspers. The remainder of the
starting assignments will most likely
be filled by the same men who started Sunday's game. They were. Leo
and Potera at ends: Esielonis at tackle; Captain G i g Pariseau and Bob
Johnson, guards: Barnini. center; B e dard. quarterback: Carter and M c Kinnon, halfbacks: and Charlie Avedisian at fullback.
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Frosh Welcomed
By Sophomores
Mixer Last Night Climaxes Program of Soph Activities
T h e annual Freshman-Sophomore
M i x e r took place yesterday as the
sophomores welcomed the first year
men with an afternoon of sports and
an evening of entertainment.
T h e freshman defeated the sophomores 6-0 in a tough football game
on Hendricken field in the afternoon
T h e evening's entertainment,
with
John Fay. '41, as master of ceremonies was featured by S. G . T e r race, '41, Charles F l y n n . 42. Ralph
Paparella, '40, J . T . Clifford, '41. A n thony Caras, '42, Anthony Ricci. '42.
Roger Fournier, '40, the "Finnegan
A . C . " made up of boarding students
and Leonard Lark. J o h n M u r p h y .
Joseph Hern, F . J . C u r r y ,
James
M u r p h y and John M c K e n n a . a l l of
Guzman Hall. T h e audience joined in
the choruses played b y the College
orchestra directed b y Milton P h i l lips. '39. Following the entertainment, refreshments were served in
the cafeteria.

White Chosen
Junior President

FRESHMEN WIN
OVER SOPHOMORES

Tully Heads
Senior Officers

(Continued from Page 1)
of the team, which finally stalled on
the Frosh 20-yard line as the first
half whistle blew.
Both clubs used every man on the
respective squads in an effort to eke
out a win Frosh squadmen included Campamelli. Katznelson. Cooney.
M u r r a y , Feldman. Connelly. Lavoie.
F l y n n , Sloan. M c L a u g h l i n . McLeer.
Fitzgerald.
Carew, Avery.
Riccio.
Barbarito. MacDonald. Coffey. Gaffney. Krozzan. and Accino.
Sophomores who saw action were Reynolds. Orzeck. Jacobson. Gray. F a r rell, F a y , Clifford M c N a l l y . M c C a r thy. Saxe. Kusinitz. Gardner, Morris.
M c G a u l e y and Capt. McBreen.

(Continued from Page 5)
recting the club from the quarter(Continued from Page 1)
vote Grady also is in the Friar's back slot A l is the team's best blockC l u b and the Carolan Club, and last ing back besides being an able punt
year he participated in the intram- returner. J i m G r a n d i and Manlio
Boverini are two boys who also may
ural basketball games.
The presidential and vice-presiden- see service at this position. Joe M i g tial elections were carried by a m a - dal. a speedy power-runner, w i l l do
jority vote, while those of secretary most of the ball carrying and passing
his left halfback post and
and treasurer required only a plur- from
ality.
T h e decision to employ the "Spider" Spisak. who is expected to
plurality vote came after a motion to display some fancy footwork, w i l l
that effect
had been
offered b y be at right half. A t fullback. "Tubby"
Savage, chief ground-gainer on the
Achilles Joannidi.
'36 and '37 teams, may get the startHealey Secretary
ing assignment.
"Ziggy" Nedwick.
Healey defeated Joseph Murray of
Teddy Mazur and Sophomore John
Providence. Thomas Conley of H a r Supulski. all three of which are
risville and William Tierney of West
triple threats, are in line for a good
Barrington. Healey has been editor
deal of relief work.
of T h e Cowl since A p r i l , 1937, and
was co-author of "Friar Away,'' last
years musical comedy. H e is a mem- D A N C E G R O U P H O L D S R E H E R S A L
ber of the A l e m b i c staff, and the DeA t its rehearsal the new college
bating Union, and was secretary of
dance group attracted nearly 100
the class last year also.
students into the auditorium to listen
Contesting for the treasurer's post
to its smooth arangements. Most of
were Avedisian, Terence Rielly of
them were entranced b y the perProvidence, A r t h u r St. Germaine of
formance and a clap hands group
New London. Conn,, and John Hogan
was formed to accompany some of
of F a l l River, Mass. Unless Father
the numbers. A new arranger. K e n McGregor decides to call for further
neth Clayton. '42. has been added to
balloting, Avedisian w i l l stand as
the roster of the group and some of
treasurer. H e participated in football in his Junior year, and is now his arrangements were used yesterday for the first time.
on the Varsity squad.

FR. M c K E N N A T O S P E A K
The Rev. Charles H . M c K e n n a .
O.P., who has just returned to the
faculty from a three-year's leave at
Oxford University, w i l l speak next
Thursday evening before the F e d erated Catholic A l u m n a e in St. X a v i er's Auditorium on "Europe Today."
Father M c K e n n a has gained a wide
knowledge of the continental scene
through his studies and travels in
Europe. H e was present at the recent Coronation of George V I .

ATTENTION

FRESHMEN

B y Associated Collegiate Press)
If a l l y o u freshmen who think
(Continued from Page 1)
you've been having a hard time of
ened for a while but soon lost strength it these recent initiation days (haze
and it was merely a question of is supposed to be in the air in the
counting Donley's ballots. Cornelius fall, y o u know), just listen to this
J . Scanlon and Maurice J . T i m l i n rule from the "Ten Commandments
were also-rans in this race.
for Freshmen" published at West
Proctors for the election, appointed V i r g i n i a University just after the
by Father Georges, were J o h n F . turn of the century:
O'Gara, John F . Sherlock, John P .
"Freshmen must remember that no
Gallogly. and Donald J . Albro.
self-respecting girl wishes to be seen

MANHATTAN PLAYS
P. C . T O M O R R O W

Veritas Popularity
Contest Announced
Balloting in Annual Senior Feature W i l l Start Monday
Balloting in the senior poll, which
is held annually to determine the outstanding members of the Senior class,
will take place the first three days
of next week. Michael A . Coyne, editor of the 1939 yearbook, announced
this morning. A strict system of distribution will insure accurate results
in the voting.
Work on the "Veritas"' is progressing. Coyne said, and the class will
probably be able to select the official
photographer early in November.
Sample pictures from all interested
photographers will be displayed before the selection.
Coyne himself will issue all poll
blanks at the Cowl office on Monday
between 12:20 and 1:30 p. m. and
on Tuesday between 11:20 and 130
p. m No senior can obtain more
than one blank, as each name will be
checked in a College Catalogue when
the blank is issued Each must call
personally for his own blank
A l l votes must be returned to the
Cowl office before Wednesday noon.
Results will be announced in next
week's Cowl.
The decision to hold the poll at
this time was made to facilitate the
placement of pictures in the Veritas.
Last year's poll was deferred until
late in April, and consequently was
too late to be featured in the annual.

Bert Holdredge of Narragansett
Studiously considering the advanwas nominated for treasurer, but he
tages to be derived from buying a
declined to run yesterday even though
Players' season ticket book, two m e m he had all the necessary quilificabers of the still very "green" freshtions and his candidacy had been
man class were seen observing the
approved by the Dean of Studies.
billboard in front of Robinson H a l l
Fritz Reiner, famed orchestra leadthe otHer day. Before parting with er, is conducting a music appreciation
AQUINO CLUB MEETS
their five almighties they wanted to course at Carnegie Institute of TechThe A q u i n o Club, Providence C o l be sure of getting their
money's nology.
lege Italian organization, held its first
worth.
meeting of the academic year last
More than 60,000 students in 38
night in the old auditorium.
After contemplating for a while, U. S. colleges and universities are
in their company—therefore, freshT h e club constitution was revised.
members
of the Independent Men's
the
smarter
one
of
the
two
pointed
Pennsylvania State College author- men must not talk to girls on the Nominations for the election of ofan accusing finger at the female lead Association.
ficers w i l l take place next month
ities are considering an astronomical campus."
in
last
year's
show.
"Huh,"
said
he,
Quite a bit different from the date
study project which calls for the conThere are only twenty-one CanaThe average rent in N e w Y o r k "Rotten makeup. H e doesn't even
struction of nine observatories on bureau, dance and hostess program
dien Universities.
look like a woman"
C i t y is $34.00 per month.
of 1938, isn't it?
its campus.

